Graduate Research Assistant Program
GRA Program Definition:
The Supply Chain Resource Cooperative (SCRC) Graduate Research Assistant (GRA) program provides an
opportunity for graduate supply chain candidates to receive real-world exposure to supply chain problems
facing SCRC corporate business partners. SCRC GRAs gain valuable knowledge and experience by
leveraging faculty resources from the Poole College of Management, the Jenkins Graduate School of
Management, the Supply Chain Resource Cooperative and corporate supply chain practitioners and
professionals. SCRC GRAs make a year-long commitment to research, analysis, communication, and
implementation of solutions to complex, global supply chain challenges faced in all supply management
disciplines. Successful SCRC GRAs create a highly valued pool from which corporate business partners
recruit top performers to build a talent pipeline of future supply chain leaders.

GRA Program Description:
Consistent with the policy set forth by the Graduate School (4.1 Assistantships, Fellowships, Traineeships, and
Grants); GRAs directly participate in the research mission of the unit, or an on-campus or off-campus
organization that is affiliated with the unit, in the design of experiments, data collection, analysis, or reporting of
research results in the student's field of study, where research may, but is not required to, contribute directly to
the student's thesis or dissertation; or provides general support to the research mission of the unit or discipline.
Graduate Research Assistants are required to spend approximately 20 hours per week fulfilling the assigned
research responsibilities associated with the stipend. These duties may be independent of research activities
that contribute to the requirements of the degree program.
Graduate Research Assistants are provided health insurance through the Graduate Student Health Insurance
(GSHI) Plan under the conditions specified in the Graduate Student Support Plan and are provided in-state
tuition and tuition remission as specified in the Graduate Student Support Plan.
Supply Chain Graduate Research Assistants are unique in the following areas:
1. The centerpiece of the program is a mentoring relationship with a supply chain faculty member or a
supply chain executive from an SCRC corporate business partner. The student will be assigned one
mentor per semester from the faculty or a corporate partner’s leadership team, who will coach and
mentor them throughout their tenure in the program. The mentor will be assigned at the beginning of
each semester and, in the case of a corporate partner, an introductory meeting will be held at the
partner’s office for the student to meet with members of the partner’s leadership team.
2. The GRA student works directly with an assigned faculty member or corporate partner to identify key
supply chain areas in need of improvement and may be required to develop position papers and
recommendations based on primary and secondary research. The student collaborates with the
assigned faculty mentor, corporate partner and/or the faculty of the Supply Chain Resource Cooperative
to select and outline research monographs.
3. Research projects will be managed in conjunction with the student’s studies and consistent with
traditional scholarship duties and expectations. If assigned to work with a corporate partner, the student
will be required to regularly attend on-site meetings and activities at the partner site; however, some of
the work may be done remotely.

Candidate Qualifications:
In order to be eligible for a graduate research assistantship, students must be admitted into the Graduate
School in full graduate standing and be enrolled in the fall and spring semesters. Students must also be in
good academic standing (with a 3.0-grade point average or higher) unless granted an exception by the
Graduate School.
SCRC Graduate Research Assistants must have a strong desire to interact with corporate executives, supply
chain practitioners/professionals, and SCRC faculty and staff.
Prior supply chain experience is preferred.
A recipient may be eligible for the SCRC Graduate Research Assistant program for the second year of study,
pending approval from the SCRC corporate partner, SCRC Faculty and the Jenkins Graduate School of
Management. Offers of an SCRC scholarship are contingent upon the student meeting performance
expectations, continued funding from SCRC business partners and/or the on-going availability of applicable
grant funding.

GRA Program Deliverables:
In today’s highly competitive business environment, execution trumps effort and the SCRC Graduate Research
Assistant is expected to deliver real, bottom-line value to the faculty and/or corporate partner. The focus will
clearly be on the ‘successful application and deployment’ of academic theory, tools and methodologies to solve
real-world problems. Only MBA candidates who are results orientated driven, with excellent academic
credentials, a strong work ethic, a high degree of professionalism and integrity, and the ability to work with
limited supervision should apply. Failure to achieve exceptional performance may lead to the withdrawal of
funding for the following year.
GRAs are expected to dedicate a significant amount of time and effort to resolving complex, ill-defined and
highly challenging supply chain problems through individual research, on-site interviews with corporate
partners, and interaction with NCSU and SCRC faculty. During the course of a semester, the student will
complete the equivalent of one and a half MBA capstone-level projects on an individual basis.

TO APPLY
Prospective Supply Chain GRAs should complete the form below and email it to Jen Arthur at
jennifer_arthur@ncsu.edu by February 1, 2019. Early application is encouraged, as awards will be given
early to qualified applicants.
Note: The selection process is highly competitive and assistantships are awarded based on the amount of
companies who elect to participate in sponsoring a GRA.

Supply Chain Graduate Research Assistantship (GRA) Application
Applicant Name:
Phone Number:
Email:

Essay (400-word maximum)
1. What value will you personally bring to the program?
2. What expectations do you have for the program?
3. Why do you believe you are the most qualified applicant?

